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Homo Reciprocans Revisited

Jin Di Zheng∗

April 19, 2017

Abstract

Do reciprocal workers work more if their wage compares well to similar workers
in the economy? Are they more satisfied with their job? Predictions vary
from theories. With a survey dataset with a representative sample of the
German population, I construct a reference wage and measures for reciprocity
for each worker. Depending on how much more or less a worker earns than
the reference, I investigate how effort and job satisfaction react to reciprocity
tendencies. The results suggest that a worker’s unpaid overtime hours increase
with her relative earnings if above the reference; and the more so, the stronger
her positive reciprocity tendency is. However, there is no such interaction
for negative reciprocity. Job satisfaction is associated with reciprocity, yet
insensitive to the interaction between reciprocity and relative income. (JEL:
J3, M5)

Keywords: reciprocity, effort, satisfaction, reference wage

1 Introduction

Reciprocity matters in the workplace. Recent field experiments have shown that

employers can increase employees’ productivity by giving gifts (monetary or non-

monetary) to employees. Meanwhile, employees’ productivity might decrease if em-

ployers treat employees in an unkind way. The former tendency is often referred to

as positive reciprocity and the latter as negative reciprocity.1 Many laboratory ex-

periments show similar tendencies among workers to reward “generous offers” with

∗University of Amsterdam, CREED. Corresponding author: jindizheng@gmail.com.
1Examples for such reciprocal reactions from employees are ample. For instance, receiving gifts

from the employer increases the amount of data-entry by up to 30% in the university library (Kube
et al. 2012), tree planters increase their daily productivity by 10% when they received a lump-sum
of $80 for one day in addition to their regular wage (Bellemare and Shearer, 2009), and bicycle
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higher effort to their employer and decrease effort when their employer pays a wage

that is perceived to be unfair (see Fehr and Gächter (2000) for a review).

While reciprocal behaviours are well-documented in the laboratory and with a

few controlled field experiments, evidence remains scarce whether the same holds

in non-experimental settings, with diverse occupations, different social contexts,

and longer time spans. In fact, evidence is mixed: some field-experimental studies

suggest that reciprocal responses to kind acts may be short-lived (Gneezy and List

2006).

This paper follows Dohmen et al. (2009), who take a further empirical step by

departing from the experimental settings, and studying reciprocity in a represen-

tative sample of the population. More precisely, I aim to discover how the effort

a worker exerts relates to whether her wage is higher or lower than that of similar

others; and in addition, how this relationship interacts with her inclinations to recip-

rocate. Moreover, I will investigate how job satisfaction relates to relative wage and

reciprocal tendencies. Will employees with higher positive reciprocal inclinations be

willing to offer more effort, if their wages are higher than the average? Does it hold

that the more a worker earns than the average the more effort she will exert, com-

pared to her peers who are equally positively reciprocal? How do these responses

affect the satisfaction a worker feels with her job?

Throughout this paper I assume that individuals compare their wages to others

(Festinger 1954). This requires a reference level to be used for the comparison. To

this end, I use the German Socio-Economic Panel (GSOEP) to construct a reference

wage for each individual based on a set of characteristics. The reference wage repre-

sents the average wage a worker with the same characteristics in the economy earns.

I subsequently assume that the larger the difference between a worker’s wage and

messengers raise their work time by 33.5% after getting a 25% increase in the commission rate
(Fehr and Goette 2007). In contrast, policemen decreased the arrest rates after experiencing an
unexpected pay cut in New Jersey (Mas 2006), and one-time salesmen affected by a pay cut reduce
their sales (Cohn et al. 2014).
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the reference wage is, the more generously the employer is treating a worker. I also

follow Dohmen et al. (2009) and construct measures of each individual’s inclinations

to reciprocate others’ action, both for positive and negative reciprocal tendencies.

For this purpose, I use individual responses to a set of attitudinal questions posed

in GSOEP. Details are provided below.

Since this paper builds on Dohmen et al. (2009) and extends their work, I

shortly review their findings. Using the GSOEP dataset, Dohmen et al. (2009)

investigate how a worker’s reciprocal tendencies are linked to her working life, e.g.,

overtime work, income, job satisfaction, and personal success. To study the rela-

tionship between reciprocal tendencies and effort, the authors focus on two groups

of employees, using a question in the survey about the fairness perception of their

wage.2 Depending on the fairness perception, they examine how effort is related to

reciprocal tendencies in both groups. Their results show that if employees perceive

their wage to be fair, there is a positive correlation between positive reciprocity and

the likelihood of working overtime. The relation is insignificant, however, between

negative reciprocity and effort in the group where the wage is perceived to be unfair.

Therefore, relying on workers’ subjective perception about wage fairness, Dohmen

et al. (2009) confirm – partially – the experimental findings that workers in the

economy reciprocate fair wage offers by their employers.

In this paper, I adopt two continuous variables in my empirical analysis which

distinguishes my work from Dohmen et al. (2009).3 First, for the dependent variable

of work effort, instead of a binary variable of doing overtime or not, I choose the

number of hours of unpaid overtime. This variable has the advantage of containing

richer information on the amount of effort exerted by the worker. Second, and more

importantly, I adopt a (continuous) measure for how well workers are treated by

2The original question in English (translated from German) is “Is the income that you earn at
your current job just, from your point of view?” The questionnaire questions are available online.
See GSOEP website. www.diw.de/en/soep.

3My work also distinguishes itself from Dohmen et al. (2009) by considering the effects of
reciprocity and wages on job satisfaction.
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their employers that takes into account the heterogeneity in the worker population.

In particular, it is important to take into account that what is a fair wage to one

worker might not be a fair wage to another. This measure is constructed by pre-

dicting a reference wage for workers with similar characteristics. The comparison

between a worker’s wage and the reference allows me to shed light on how well an

employee is treated by her employer compared to similar other workers in the econ-

omy. Consequently, by looking at otherwise similar workers with different reciprocal

traits, we can not only observe how hard a worker works when she is treated well

relative to her peers, but also investigate among equally well-treated workers how

effort relates to reciprocal tendency.

My theoretical predictions about work effort are made based on reciprocity

theory. A positively reciprocal worker responds to generous payments with more

effort; moreover, the higher her general tendency to reciprocate is, the stronger this

positive relationship will be. In contrast, a negatively reciprocal employee decreases

her effort when she receives wage that is perceived to be unfair; likewise, the stronger

her tendency towards negative reciprocity is, the stronger this negative relationship

will be. The prediction that a positively reciprocal worker with generous wage exerts

more effort is consistent with two theories. One is recorded in Levine (1998) where

an altruistic employer signals her type by paying a high wage to the worker. Upon

receiving the signal, the worker internalizes the employer’s utility into her utility

function, and thus works harder to achieve a higher joint utility. Another theory is

developed by Blau (1964) where if employees are reciprocal, a generous wage gives

rise to feelings of obligations on the part of the employee, which can lead to her

providing higher effort.

One could argue that, even in the absence of any reciprocal tendencies, a

worker’s effort will be affected by other factors, such as relative wages or a threat

of dismissal. To avoid being laid off, a rational and selfish worker will exert more

effort when her relative wage increases, regardless of how reciprocal she is. To avoid
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shirking, the employer is paying a wage which is higher than the market clearing

level. This is the efficiency wage hypothesis and was first formulated by Shapiro

and Stiglitz (1984). I will argue in section 2 that, even with efficiency wages, we

should still observe that reciprocal workers respond stronger to higher wages than

nonreciprocal workers.

The predictions for job satisfaction are more complex than those for effort. If

a worker has no reciprocal tendencies, she will experience an increase in her job

satisfaction when the pay is generous. If workers do have such tendencies, however,

the mechanisms may conflict, leading to an ambiguous prediction. In particular,

a generous wage may go hand in hand with a higher or lower job satisfaction for

workers with positive reciprocal tendencies. In some cases, for example, a worker

experiences an increase of satisfaction when her employer offers a generous wage. An

alternative scenario follows from Blau (1964). Workers may perceive the generous

condition as a mental burden, and suffer from the perceived obligation to do extra

work for the high wage.

My empirical analysis looks at the role of reciprocal tendencies on work effort

and job satisfaction conditional on a worker’s income relative to that of her peers.

The results show that a worker exerts more effort if she compares well to her peers,

and even more so if she is positively reciprocal. For example, for a worker with a

high tendency - 6.88 out of 7 - towards positive reciprocity according to my measure,

a 1 percent increase in her hourly wage (13 euro cents), goes with an increase

of 1.8 minutes of monthly unpaid overtime. Compared to the baseline, this is a

0.45% increase. In contrast, my results show no comparable effects of negative

reciprocity. More precisely, a worker with relatively low wage and strong negative

reciprocity does not decrease her unpaid overtime hours than an otherwise similar

worker without such reciprocal tendencies.

The analysis of job satisfaction shows that satisfaction is related to both re-

ciprocal tendencies and relative wages. However, my data show no evidence that
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a more reciprocal worker is more satisfied with her job after a wage increase even

when her wage is higher than her peers. This maybe due to the conflicting theories

discussed above.

This paper adds to the literature on reciprocity in analysing the role of recipro-

cal inclinations in the workplace. Instead of comparing the effort levels of reciprocal

workers with perceived fair or unfair wages, I use a more objective measure of how

‘fair’ a worker’s wage is. This allows for a practical implementation of this pa-

per’s results. It suggests how employers can motivate reciprocal workers to increase

productivity and effort.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 sets out the theoretical

predictions. Section 3 introduces the data and the empirical approach. Section 4

describes the main results, and Section 5 concludes.

2 Predictions

Without threat of dismissal, a rational and selfish worker will not exert more effort

if her wage is higher than her peers. She derives utility directly from her wages and

if the utility is affected by effort, the relationship will typically be negative. If there

is a threat of dismissal, a rational and selfish worker may increase her effort when

she faces higher wages. In comparison, however, workers with reciprocal tendencies

will respond even stronger to relative wages.

A positively reciprocal worker works more if her wage is higher than her peers;

in contrast, a negatively reciprocal worker will exert less effort if she earns less

than her peers. This prediction views the employment relationship as a process of

exchanging favours as in social exchange theory. After receiving generous wages from

the employer, employees work harder so as to return the generosity of the employer

(Blau 1964). An alternative theory that assumes conditional altruism leads to the

same prediction. Here, the main idea is that people are more altruistic towards those
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who are altruistic towards them, so that they internalize the other people’s utility.

As a consequence, employees work harder when they receive generous payments

from an altruistic employer (Levine 1998).4

Following the same theories, the prediction for job satisfaction is less clear. On

the one hand, according to social exchange theory, in addition to the raised job

satisfaction from more income, employees may experience a decrease in their job

satisfaction if the wage is generous. This is because they feel an obligation to do

extra work. Therefore in this theory, the overall effect of an increase in income on

job satisfaction is ambiguous. For negatively reciprocal employees, predictions for

satisfaction are not mentioned in social exchange theory. Nevertheless, recent studies

in neuroscience show that taking revenge brings satisfaction and deservingness to the

one who punishes an unfair act (de Quervain et al. 2004; Knutson 2004; Gollwitzer

et al. 2011). So, aside from the reduced satisfaction due to a low wage, workers

who are negatively reciprocal might also experience an increase in job satisfaction

by taking revenge on the employer (by working fewer overtime hours). Therefore

the overall effect on job satisfaction for a low wage is also unclear for negatively

reciprocal employees.

On the other hand, employees may experience an additional increase in their

satisfaction. An altruistic worker might experience an increase in her job satisfaction

when her wage is generous as she has a positive regard for the employer; in contrast, a

spiteful worker will experience a reduced utility when the wage is perceived as unfair

and she puts a negative regard for her employer (Levine 1998). This preference could

be justified with an adjusted utility function which reflects both the worker’s own

utility and her regard for the employer such that the objective of individuals is to

maximise their joint utility, incorporating the regards for their opponents.

4Though people might evaluate the kindness of intentions differently (Falk and Fischbacher
2006), it is generally assumed that paying a generous wage reflects good intentions in gift-exchange
settings.
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Table 1: Theoretical predictions

Positive reciprocity Negative reciprocity
Wage above reference E: + N.A.

S: ? (social exchange)
+ otherwise

Wage below reference N.A. E: -
S: ? (revenge brings joy),

- otherwise

Notes: “E” stands for effort and “S” stands for satisfaction. “N.A.” indicates
‘not applicable’. A “+” (“-”) indicates an increase (decrease) in the variable
concerned. A “?” indicates that the effect is ambiguous.

To sum up in Table 1, with a higher than average wage, a positively reciprocal

worker exerts more effort; and the more she earns than her peers the stronger the

effect would be. With a lower wage, a negatively reciprocal worker will exert less

effort; and the less she earns than her peers, the less effort we could expect from her.

I do not form predictions for the interaction between positive reciprocal tendencies

with lower relative wages, neither is there a prediction for the interaction between

negative reciprocal tendencies with higher wages. This is because I assume that

lower than average wages are not considered a ‘gift’ that is to be reciprocated,

and, similarly, above-average wages are not considered a negative act that is to be

punished. Finally, the prediction for job satisfaction derive from the interaction

between social exchange theory and conditional altruism discussed above.

3 Data and Empirical Approach

3.1 Data

I use data from the German Socio-Economic Panel in the year 2005, the same dataset

as in Dohmen et al. (2009). This dataset has two advantages for the study. It is

a national survey and contains information on employment, health, and education

from over 20,000 individuals who haven been living in Germany since 1984.5 Also,

5For more information about the questionnaire, see the GSOEP website www.diw.de/en/soep.
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in 2005 for the first time, respondents were asked about reciprocity. I use the same

measure of reciprocal tendencies as in Dohmen et al. (2009), which is derived from

six attitudinal questions in the survey.6 Specifically, from the list of statements

below, the first three hypothetical statements are related to positive reciprocity,

and the other three pertain to negative reciprocity. Respondents need to indicate

their attitude on a scale of 1 to 7, ranging from “does not apply to me at all”

to “applies to me perfectly”. I follow Dohmen et al. (2009) and use the average

scores for questions 1), 2) and 3) as a measure of the strength of positive reciprocity.

Likewise, the average score for question 4), 5) and 6) provide the measure for negative

reciprocity. The questions are:

1) If someone does me a favour, I am prepared to return it.

2) I go out of my way to help somebody who has been kind to me before.

3) I am ready to undergo personal costs to help somebody who helped me before.

4) If I suffer a serious wrong, I will take revenge as soon as possible, no matter what

the cost.

5) If somebody puts me in a difficult position, I will do the same to him/her.

6) If somebody offends me, I will offend him/her back.7

There are approximately 20,000 respondents in the 2005 wave of the GSOEP

survey. Table 2 describes the main variables of relevance for this study. On average,

the respondents are 39 years old with 17 years of working experience, and 12 years of

education. 37% are part-time employees, 52% are female. My analysis is restricted to

employed (either full-time or part-time) respondents, excluding the self-employed,

those in compulsory military or community services. This leaves me with 10,055

respondents. Respondents earn on average a (gross) hourly wage of 12.81 euro.

6In the 2010 wave, the questions on reciprocal tendencies were asked for the second time. The
principal component analysis in Dohmen et al. (2009) shows that positive reciprocity and negative
reciprocity are distinct traits for individuals. Positive reciprocity and negative reciprocity have a
weak correlation of 0.025. Such reciprocity measures have been used to study incentive contracts
(Dur et al. 2010), trust (Dohmen et al. 2008), and job motivation (Montizaan et al. 2016).

7Those questions were translated from German, for original German questions please see
www.diw.de/en/soep.
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Table 2: Descriptive statistics

Variable name Variable description Mean Std. #Obs.
Dependent variables
Unpaid overtime hours Hours of unpaid overtime last month 6.69 13.21 9892
Job satisfaction On a scale from 0 to 10 6.85 2.22 12189
Independent variables
Positive reciprocity Average score on statements (from 1 to 7) 5.88 0.91 20774
Negative reciprocity Average score on statements (from 1 to 7) 3.11 1.46 20774
Log of hourly gross wage Natural logarithm of gross hourly wage 2.55 0.69 10055
Hourly wage - reference Difference between actual wage and the 0.29 0.28 4390

reference predicted by the income regression
(conditional on earning more than the reference wage)

Reference - hourly wage Difference between the reference predicted -0.31§ 0.36 4118
by the income regression and the actual wage
(conditional on earning less than the reference wage)

Part-time Dummy: 1 if one works part-time 0.37 0.48 12209
Public Dummy: 1 if one works in public sector 0.26 0.26 10910
Female Dummy: 1 if female 0.52 0.50 20774
Age Age in years 39.89 21.76 26774
Working experience full-time Years of full-time work 16.86 14.06 20750
Working experience part-time Years of part-time work 2.51 5.49 20750
Tenure Years of working at current place 10.63 9.97 11624
Education (in years) Years of education 12.12 2.69 19475
General education Dummy for general school degree 0.22 0.41 20774
University education Dummy for at least a university degree 0.20 0.40 20774
Vocational education Dummy for a vocational education degree 0.63 0.48 20774

Notes: § : The number is defined to be positive in the regression analysis.
Other independent variables include the following dummy variables: marital status (5 statuses in total, including
single, married with/without kids, divorced, and widowed), firm size (5), industry (9), occupation (3), and
German states (16). The actual average hourly wage in this sample is e2.55 = 12.81 euro. The gross average
hourly wage in Germany in 2005 is 16.98 euro, covering all kinds of jobs throughout the country (own calculation,
data source: OECD). The average of a higher hourly wage is e0.29 ≈ 1.34 times more than the average wage in
the relevant wage group. For those who earn a lower wage, on average, their hourly wage is e−0.31 ≈ 0.73 of
the reference wage.

The key dependent variables in the analysis are: Effort (Ei) which is measured

as hours of unpaid overtime work, and job satisfaction (Si) which is the answer to

the question on a scale from 1 to 10. The average score of positive reciprocity is 5.88

on a scale of 1 to 7 and the average score of negative reciprocity is 3.11 on the same

scale.8 The distributions are shown in Figure 1, see also Figure 2 in Dohmen et al.

(2009). Figure 2 depicts the marginal effects of relative wage changes on effort, which

8The measures for reciprocal inclinations are also stable over time. The mean and standard
deviation of positive reciprocity measure in 2010 wave (number of observations: 13,418) is 5.81
(0.91), with a correlation of 0.366 (Pearson correlation coefficient, p < 0.01) with the measure in
2005. Likewise, the mean and standard deviation of negative reciprocity measure is 3.03 (1.41),
with a correlation of 0.48 (p < 0.01) with that measure in 2005.
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will be introduced in details later. Specifically, the marginal effects are plotted by

the shaded area with the distribution of reciprocity in the population; with positive

reciprocity measures among workers whose earnings are higher than the peers on the

left panel and negative reciprocity measures among those who earn less than their

peers on the right panel. Approximately half of the respondents earn more than

the average wage, as will be explained in detail in Section 3.2. Table 3 reports the

Pearson correlations between important explanatory variables in the analysis. Older

individuals, people with higher education, and high earners exhibit higher positive

reciprocity. Low earners, males, younger people, less educated respondents, full-time

workers, and private sector workers report a higher score on negative reciprocity.9

9Some of the correlations are highly consistent with Falk et al. (2016) in which middle-aged
people are more positively reciprocal and women are self-reported to be less negatively reciprocal.
They derive the correlations from the Global Preference Survey with 80,000 individuals from 76
countries, covering 90 percent of both the world?s population and global income.
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Figure 1: Marginal effect of wage on effort
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Table 3: Correlation table of important explanatory variables
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I start the analysis by developing a reference wage for each employee based on

observable characteristics. I follow the literature that constructs reference wages to

compare subjective well-being among similar people (for a review, see Dahlin et al.

2014). The variables in my reference wage regression are age (McBride 2001), region

(Ferrer-i-Carbonell 2005), education (Clark et al. 2010), public or private sector,

full-time or part-time (Van de Stadt et al. 1985), gender, industry, occupation

(Clark and Oswald 1996), firm size, marital status (Dohmen et al. 2009), and

higher order terms of age, education, and tenure to account for nonlinear effects.

From the residuals of the income regression, I obtain a measure of how much a

worker is earning more (or less) than a worker with similar characteristics in the

labor market. The income regression has a typical Mincer-income equation form:

ln(yi) = ln(y∗i ) + εi,

ln(y∗i ) = δD′(genderi, agei, educationi, etc.). (1)

The dependent variable income yi in the reference wage regression is the natural

log of gross hourly income. The fitted value from the regression y∗i is thus the income

a typical employee would receive. Residuals from this regression take the form of

the log of the income ratio: ln(yi/y
∗
i ). Therefore, a worker with a positive residual

earns more than the reference wage, and one with a negative residual has a lower

wage than the reference wage.10

Table 4 reports the regression results of the wage regression. Consistent with

previous findings (such as Bonin et al 2007; Table 1 in Dohmen et al 2009) on labor

income in Germany, more education is related to higher income. In contrast, being

10Residual εi = ln(yi)− ln(y∗i ) = ln( yi

y∗
i

). Perfect prediction leads to εi = 0 when yi

y∗
i

= 1 so that

ln( yi

y∗
i

) = 0.
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female and working part-time are related to a lower hourly wage. Age and tenure

both have a concave effect on the hourly wage.

Table 4: Reference wage regression

Dependent variable: Log of hourly wage OLS

Female -0.205***
(0.012)

Education (in years) 0.271**
(0.124)

Education2/100 -1.852*
(0.954)

Education3/1000 0.508**
(0.239)

Job tenure (in years) 0.042***
(0.003)

Job tenure2/100 -0.147***
(0.021)

Job tenure3/1000 0.018***
(0.004)

Age (in years) 0.079***
(0.018)

Age2/100 -0.138***
(0.045)

Age3/1000 0.007**
(0.003)

Part-time -0.066***
(0.014)

Public sector 0.042***
(0.014)

Other controls 3
Constant -0.304

(0.593)
R2 0.447
N 8508

Note: Robust standard errors allow for clusters at the household
level. Other control variables include occupation (3), industry (9), and
province (16). The dependent variable is the log of hourly wage. ***,
**, * indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

3.2 Empirical Strategy

In order to investigate how a worker’s effort and job satisfaction are related to her

reciprocal tendencies, and how this relationship depends on her relative earnings

compared to similar others in the economy, I specify the following econometric model

with effort (Ei hours of unpaid overtime) and job satisfaction (Si) as dependent
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variables. To ease interpretations, all variables in interactions are non-negative and

measures for reciprocal tendencies are centred at their means.

I focus on the interaction terms of reciprocal tendencies and relative wages

in the regression; specifically, the interaction between the measures for positive

reciprocity (Pi) and higher relative wage (Wi+), and the interaction between the

measures for negative reciprocity (Ni) and lower relative wage (Wi−). Wi+ and Wi−

are the residual terms derived from the income regression in model (1), i.e., Wi+

captures the extra wage that could not be explained by observables and Wi− does

the same for observed wage below the reference. Because the coefficients for the

interaction terms capture my hypothesis, I write down the model specification in

equation (2) for effort and equation (3) for satisfaction. I expect a positive sign for

σ1 and a negative sign for σ2 in equation (2). I control for various characteristics Di

of the employees, including age, gender, years of education, sector, part-time or full-

time job, years of work experience, firm size, occupation, industry, marital status,

province of residence, higher order terms of age, education, and work experience. εi

captures unobserved characteristics for overtime work and job satisfaction, and are

assumed i.i.d. error terms. Note that by construction, Wi+ is zero for wages below

the reference wage. For these cases, β1 captures the effects of positive reciprocity.

We predict no effects for this case. The same holds, mutatis mutandis, for β2.

To account for nonlinearity of reciprocity, I include the squared terms of reci-

procity, as well as the interaction between the squared terms of reciprocity and

relative earnings in equation (2). The marginal effect is plotted in Figure 1 based

on equation (2) to account for nonlinearity.

Ei = σ1(Pi ×Wi+) + σ2(Ni ×Wi−) + σ3(P
2
i ×Wi+) + σ4(N

2
i ×Wi−)

+β1Pi + β2Ni + β3P
2
i + β4N

2
i + θ1Wi+ + θ2Wi− +D′iδ + εi. (2)
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The regression for satisfaction has a similar structure. The dependent variable

is self-reported job satisfaction. Respondents rank their answers from an interval

from 0 to 10. This is regressed on reciprocity, relative income, and their interactions.

The signs of η1 and η2 in equation (3) do not follow straightforwardly from theory.

If employees are conditionally altruistic, I expect a positive η1 and a negative η2.

If employees are behaving more in line with the social exchange theory, we would

expect that η1 < 0 and η2 > 0. I also control for various characteristics Di of

the employees. εi accounts for the discrepancy between actual observed overtime

work and job satisfaction and estimated values. I also include the squared terms

of reciprocity, and the interactions in equation (3) to control for nonlinearity of

reciprocity measures. The model is specified as follows:

Si = η1(Pi ×Wi+) + η2(Ni ×Wi−) + η3(P
2
i ×Wi+) + η4(N

2
i ×Wi−)

+γ1Pi + γ2Ni + γ3P
2
i + γ4N

2
i + κ1Wi+ + κ2Wi− +D′iδ + εi. (3)

4 Results

4.1 Reciprocity and Effort

Table 5 reports the results on how effort is associated with employees’ relative in-

come, depending on reciprocity. Key variables of interests are the interactions be-

tween reciprocity and relative income. OLS coefficients are reported.

In general, the results show that among positively reciprocal employees, higher

wages are related to more unpaid overtime hours. However, there is no evidence for

a significant correlation between low wage and effort among negatively reciprocal

workers.

We start with column (1) in Table 5, with only relative wages and reciprocity

and their interaction terms as the explanatory variables. The coefficient for the in-
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teraction between positive reciprocity and relative wages is positive and statistically

significant, showing that more unpaid work hours are related to higher earners with

positive reciprocal tendencies. In contrast, the interaction between negative reci-

procity and relative wages is insignificantly correlated with effort. It seems that for

people with higher wage than the reference wage, the marginal effect of increased

wage on unpaid overtime increases with the extent of positive reciprocity. I will

further discuss the interpretation below in Figure 1.11 An average worker scores

5.88 on positive reciprocity, 3.11 for negative reciprocity; she earns 12.81 euro per

hour and works 6.69 hours of overtime without payments, for more statistics see

Table 2. Since in the regression, reciprocity variables are centred at their means, a

worker with 1 point of positive reciprocity actually has 6.88 points (5.88 + 1), which

is close to the maximum on a scale of 7. For such highly reciprocal workers, a 1%

unit increase in hourly wage–13 euro cents–results in an increase of 2.04 minutes

(0.034 hours) of unpaid overtime, an increase by 0.51% (= 0.034
6.69

) from the average of

6.69 hours per month, compared to an equally highly reciprocal worker with similar

characteristics.12

In column (2) of Table 5, I control for personal characteristics such as gender,

age, education, and work related variables. In column (3) I further include other con-

trol variables such as firm size, occupation, industry, and region. The relationships

persist in column (2) and (3) and the main interaction effects are very similar.

My findings are partially consistent with Dohmen et al. (2009) who regress

the likelihood of doing overtime on measures of reciprocity. They do the same

11In a robustness check, I also include the interactions between positive reciprocity measures
and lower earnings, that is, ‘Positive reciprocity times (Reference wage - Hourly wage)’; and the
interaction between negative reciprocity measures and higher earnings into the regression, that
is, ‘Negative reciprocity times (Hourly wage - Reference wage)’. The coefficients for these two
interaction terms are insignificant. These results partly answer the N.A.s in Table 1. Results are
available upon request.

12Recall that in the Mincer-form income regression, both the actual hourly wage yi and the
reference wage y∗take the natural logarithms. Therefore a 1% increase in the relative wage means
that yi = e0.01y∗ ≈ (1+0.01)y∗, where limx→0 e

x ≈ 1+x with Taylor expansion. Since the average
reference wage is 12.81 in Table 2, an employee needs to earn an hourly wage of 12.93 (1.01×12.81)
so as to increase working hours by 0.034.
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Table 5: Effort and Reciprocity

Y=Hours of Unpaid Overtime Work OLS
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Positive reciprocity × (Hourly wage - Reference wage) 3.373*** 2.829*** 2.716*** 3.012***
(1.059) (0.998) (1.034) (1.168)

Negative reciprocity × (Reference wage - Hourly wage) -0.075 -0.092 -0.332 -0.211
(0.471) (0.450) (0.521) (0.503)

Positive reciprocity 0.110 0.154 0.335 0.335
(0.214) (0.206) (0.209) (0.262)

Negative reciprocity -0.232* -0.256** -0.137 -0.072
(0.125) (0.124) (0.130) (0.137)

Hourly wage - Reference wage -0.190 1.525* 0.903 0.396
(when hourly wage is above the reference) (0.928) (0.901) (0.947) (1.058)
Reference wage - Hourly wage 1.930** 2.902*** 3.032*** 3.573***
(when hourly wage is below the reference) (0.892) (0.867) (0.912) (1.174)
Female -2.050*** -2.969*** -2.934***

(0.370) (0.407) (0.407)
Age (in years) -0.738 -0.182 -0.172

(0.549) (0.651) (0.653)
Age2/100 2.148 0.953 0.935

(1.337) (1.591) (1.597)
Public sector -1.380*** -1.768*** -1.785***

(0.361) (0.503) (0.503)
Part-time -4.550*** -3.682*** -3.701***

(0.411) (0.429) (0.430)
Education (in years) 2.485 7.985** 8.184**

(3.088) (3.628) (3.636)
Education2/100 -10.200 -60.460** -61.950**

(24.820) (28.220) (28.270)
Squared term of reciprocity 7 7 7 3
Other controls 7 7 3 3
Work experience controls 7 3 3 3
Constant 7.131*** -2.385 -35.550** -36.190**

(0.234) (14.440) (17.800) (17.840)
R-squared 0.004 0.083 0.129 0.130
Observations 7451 7446 6635 6635

Notes: Robust standard errors in brackets allow for cluster at the household level. Reciprocity variables
are demeaned from the average. Work experience control variables include years of full-time work expe-
rience, years of part-time work experience, years of tenure, and squared terms of these variables. Cubed
terms of age, years of education, tenure, and work experience are also included. Other control variables
are: types of education (3), firm size (5), occupation (3), industry (9), marital status (5), and province
(16). ***, **, * indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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regression separately for two groups, depending on their perceptions of fair wages.

Their results show that reciprocity seems to only matter when the wage is perceived

to be fair: with 1 unit increase in positive reciprocity among workers who think they

are receiving a fair wage, on a scale of 7, a worker with positive reciprocity is 3.8%

more willing to work overtime and a worker with negative reciprocity is 1.2% less

willing to do so. However, among workers who perceive the wage to be unfair, the

authors find no significant relations between reciprocity and effort.

Finally, to account for a possible nonlinear effect of reciprocity, I include squared

terms of reciprocity into the regression in column (4). The main effects are very

comparable to the other columns. Specifically, a 1% increase (13 cents) of the

hourly income increases the unpaid overtime hours by 1.8 minutes (0.03 hours)

every month, which is a 0.45% increase from the average hours of unpaid overtime.

I plot the marginal effect of having one percentage increase in income on the

number of hours of unpaid overtime on the left panel of Figure 1. The marginal

effects are derived from the regression coefficients from column (4) in Table 5 with a

95% confidence interval in dashed line. In particular, this marginal effect is plotted

with the distribution of positive reciprocity in the population whose earnings are

higher than the peers. The graph indicates clearly that the marginal effect of higher

wage on effort changes with the extent of positive-reciprocal tendencies: When

positive reciprocity gets stronger, especially above the average of 5.88, the marginal

effect on effort becomes significantly positive.

The right panel of Figure 1 shows for those with a below-reference income

the marginal effects of reduced income by one percentage. The marginal effect

of lower wage on effort is plotted with the distribution of negative reciprocity in

the population whose earnings are less than the peers. Although we observe a

downward-sloping marginal effect as negative reciprocity gets stronger, the graph

does not give the predicted significant negative effect. On the contrary, it shows

that when negative reciprocity is below approximately 5.0, the marginal effect of
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lower wage on effort is positive.13 When negative reciprocity becomes stronger, the

marginal effect becomes negative with wide confidence intervals. However, because

of lack of data on employees with strong negative reciprocity, the marginal effect

of having lower wages among strongly negatively reciprocal workers on effort seems

insignificant.

4.2 Reciprocity and Satisfaction

Table 6 reports the results for job satisfaction. OLS coefficients are reported.14 The

results show that job satisfaction is insensitive to the interactions between relative

wage and reciprocity. The insensitivity is reflected by insignificant coefficients in

front of the interaction terms. In column (2) and (3), I also control for a series

of personal characteristics. The insignificance of interaction effects stays through-

out the various versions of the model. The signs of the interaction terms make it

difficult to pin down which theory (social exchange theory or conditional altruism)

dominates.

The insignificance of the interaction between reciprocity measures and relative

wages is, however, supported by the theories mentioned earlier. Because two forces

(conditional altruism and social exchange) are working against each other here to

determine the additional change in effort by wages for a reciprocal worker, one is

conditional altruism and the other is a social exchange process; it is difficult to pin

down the direction of the total effect. The positive sign for “Positive reciprocity ×

(Hourly wage - Reference wage)” throughout all columns in Table 6 seems to indicate

that employees with high wages are more conditionally altruistic than being engaged

in a social exchange process.

13This is because the marginal effect of lower wage has two parts: The interaction term “Negative
reciprocity × (Reference wage - Hourly wage)” and relative wage term “Reference wage - Hourly
wage”. In Table 5, the former is -0.211 and insignificant and the latter is 3.573. In total, the sum
gives a positive number.

14I also ran an interval regression to account for the fact that the dependent variable is both
left and right censored. The results are both quantitatively and qualitatively comparable. See
Appendix.
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Table 6: Job Satisfaction and Reciprocity

Y= Job Satisfaction (on a scale of 0 to 10) OLS
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Positive reciprocity × (Hourly wage - Reference wage) 0.025 0.021 0.065 0.085
(0.105) (0.106) (0.134) (0.138)

Negative reciprocity × (Reference wage - Hourly wage) -0.028 -0.018 0.059 0.007
(0.068) (0.068) (0.088) (0.079)

Positive reciprocity 0.155*** 0.157*** 0.179*** 0.173***
(0.030) (0.031) (0.034) (0.039)

Negative reciprocity -0.129*** -0.130*** -0.135*** -0.147***
(0.018) (0.019) (0.020) (0.021)

Hourly wage - Reference wage 0.507*** 0.528*** 0.633*** 0.599***
(when hourly wage is above the reference) (0.093) (0.094) (0.114) (0.133)
Reference wage - Hourly wage -0.293*** -0.281*** -0.366*** -0.599***
(when hourly wage is below the reference) (0.097) (0.097) (0.132) (0.172)
Female -0.071 -0.145*** -0.157***

(0.050) (0.055) (0.056)
Age (in years) 0.021 0.074 0.068

(0.071) (0.090) (0.090)
Age2/100 (in years) -0.175 -0.338 -0.325

(0.164) (0.208) (0.208)
Public sector 0.168*** 0.143** 0.148**

(0.051) (0.071) (0.071)
Part-time -0.089 -0.038 -0.033

(0.065) (0.074) (0.073)
Education (in years) 1.487*** 1.866*** 1.792***

(0.518) (0.627) (0.620)
Education2/100 -11.690*** -14.860*** -14.280***

(3.982) (4.722) (4.667)
Squared term of reciprocity 7 7 7 3
Other controls 7 7 3 3
Work experience controls 7 3 3 3
Constant 6.968*** 1.195 -0.760 -0.445

(0.032) (2.425) (3.059) (3.022)
R-squared 0.022 0.035 0.058 0.061
Observations 8408 8402 7051 7051

Notes: Robust standard errors in brackets allow for clustering at the household level. The dependent
variables are the answer to questions on job satisfaction on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means “completely
dissatisfied” and 10 means “completely satisfied”. Reciprocity variables are demeaned from the average.
Work experience control variables include years of full-time work experience, years of part-time work
experience, years of tenure, and squared terms of these variables. Cubed terms of age, years of education,
tenure, and work experience are also included. Other control variables are: types of education (3), firm
size (5), occupation (3), industry (9), marital status (5), and province (16). ***, **, * indicate significance
at 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

Nevertheless, I find that positive reciprocity is related to higher job satisfaction

and negative reciprocity is linked to lower satisfaction. These relations are robust

after controlling for various characteristics and with different model specifications.
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They correspond to what Dohmen et al. (2009) report about the overall suc-

cess of Homo Reciprocans : for example, positively reciprocal employees have more

friends and they enjoy a higher overall life satisfaction; while negative reciprocity is

associated with fewer friends and lower life satisfaction.

5 Concluding Remarks

Employees’ tendency to reward and retaliate can deeply shape the working envi-

ronment and the employee-employer relationship. This paper provides quantitative

evidence on the economic relevance of reciprocal tendencies, in interaction with

relative wages, for work effort and job satisfaction. By comparing the wage to a

reference for each employee in the economy, I find an asymmetric relation between

reciprocal tendencies and effort. This not only shows the importance of recipro-

cal inclinations in the work place, but also how the impact differs among similar

employees with different earnings. My results may be of interest to researchers in

organisational psychology or management to better understand personality traits,

and their consequences for labor market outcomes. Human resource policy makers

might also benefit. The fact that only some employees with high earnings respond

with more effort to higher wages implies that future incentive policies, i.e., perfor-

mance pay, might be more effective if they target more accurately employees with

specific personality traits.

Future research on reciprocity calls for causal evidence. Throughout this chap-

ter I assume that employees know not only their own wage but also know how much

workers in Germany with similar characteristics earn. This may seem a strong as-

sumption e.g, because wage information is not always transparent, sometimes ‘no

disclosure contracts’ even prohibit making one’s wage known (Card et al. 2012).

Nevertheless, the results that I find do suggest that the reference wages that I

estimate matter. Of course, in additional research, one could strengthen this by
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providing explicit information about the relevant reference wage to some workers

and subsequently comparing their effort and job satisfaction to a group without this

explicit information. One could then also distinguish between long-run and short-

run effects. Such experiments on social comparison could be informative for the

development of wage disclosure policies.
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Appendix

Table 7: Job Satisfaction and Reciprocity: Interval Regression

Y= Job Satisfaction (on a scale of 0 to 10) OLS
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Positive reciprocity × (Hourly wage- Reference wage) 0.025 0.030 0.066 0.087
(0.105) (0.106) (0.133) (0.137)

Negative reciprocity × (Reference wage - Hourly wage) -0.028 -0.021 0.054 -0.001
(0.068) (0.068) (0.089) (0.079)

Positive reciprocity 0.155*** 0.155*** 0.178*** 0.172***
(0.030) (0.031) (0.034) (0.039)

Negative reciprocity -0.129*** -0.128*** -0.133*** -0.144***
(0.018) (0.019) (0.020) (0.021)

Hourly wage - Reference wage 0.507*** 0.530*** 0.630*** 0.597***
(0.093) (0.094) (0.113) (0.132)

Reference wage - Hourly wage -0.293*** -0.287*** -0.373*** -0.619***
(0.097) (0.098) (0.132) (0.172)

Female -0.087* -0.161*** -0.173***
(0.049) (0.055) (0.055)

Age (in years) -0.098*** -0.119*** -0.120***
(0.019) (0.024) (0.024)

Age2/100 0.105*** 0.121*** 0.122***
(0.021) (0.027) (0.026)

Public sector 0.158*** 0.142** 0.147**
(0.051) (0.071) (0.071)

Part-time -0.114* -0.054 -0.050
(0.063) (0.072) (0.071)

Education (in years) -0.031 -0.143 -0.144
(0.086) (0.122) (0.121)

Education2/100 0.242 0.643 0.650
(0.307) (0.435) (0.432)

Squared term of reciprocity 7 7 7 3
Other controls 7 7 3 3
Work experience controls 7 3 3 3
Constant 0.664*** 0.658*** 0.642*** 0.641***

(0.009) (0.009) (0.010) (0.010)
Log pseudolikelihood -17510.667 -17452.112 -14533.508 -14524.102
Observations 8408 8402 7051 7051

Notes: Robust standard errors in brackets allow for clustering at the household level. The dependent variables
are the answer to questions on job satisfaction on a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means “completely dissatisfied”
and 10 means “completely satisfied”. Interval regression is performed to account for the fact that the dependent
variable is both left- and right- censored. Reciprocity variables are demeaned from the average. Work experience
control variables include years of full-time work experience, years of part-time work experience, years of tenure,
and squared terms of these variables. Cubed terms of age, years of education, tenure, and work experience are
also included. Other control variables are: types of education (3), firm size (5), occupation (3), industry (9),
marital status (5), and province (16). ***, **, * indicate significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
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